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Abstract

We present a four-component relativistic density functional theory study of the

chemical bond and s-d hybridization in the group-11 cyanides M�CN (M = Cu, Ag,

Au). The analysis is carried out within the charge-displacement/natural orbital for

chemical valence (CD-NOCV) scheme, which allows us to single out meaningful con-

tributions to the total charge rearrangement that arises upon bond formation and to

quantify the components of the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson bonding model (the ligand-to-

metal donation and metal-to-ligand back-donation). The M-CN bond is characterized

by a large donation from the cyanide ion to the metal cation and by two small back-

donation components from the metal towards the cyanide anion. The case of gold

cyanide elucidates the peculiar role of the relativistic e�ects in determining the charac-

teristics of the Au�C bond with respect to the copper and silver homologues. In AuCN,

the donation and back-donation components are signi�cantly enhanced and the spin-

orbit coupling, removing the degeneracy of the 5d atomic orbitals, induces a substantial

split in the back-donation components.

A simple spatial analysis of the NOCV-pair density, related to the ligand-to-metal

donation component, allows us to quantify, with unprecedented accuracy, the charge

rearrangement due to the s-d hybridization occurring at the metal site. The s-d hy-

bridization plays a key role in determining the shape and size of the metal: it removes

electron density from the bond axis and induces a signi�cant �attening at the metal

site in trans position to the ligand. The s-d hybridization is present in all noble metal

complexes, in�uencing the bond distances, and its e�ect is enhanced for Au, which

is consistent with the preference of gold to form linear complexes. A comparative

investigation of simple complexes [AuL]+/0 of Au+ with di�erent ligands (L=F−, N-

Heterocyclic Carbene, CO, PH3) shows that the s-d hybridization mechanism is also

in�uenced by the nature of the ligand.
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Introduction

The current great interest in the photophysics, photochemistry and catalytic activity of d10

complexes of the coinage metals is fully attested in the literature.1�5 Gold in particular plays

an important role in scienti�c and technological areas ranging from catalysis, medical and

pharmacological research to optoelectronics.6�9 It is well known that the electronic structure

and properties of gold are strongly in�uenced by relativity. In particular, the relativistic

6s-contraction/stabilization results in an increase of both the �rst ionization potential and

electron a�nity, which, combined with the (indirect) relativistic expansion/destabilization

of the 5d shell leads to a substantial decrease of the d/s gap. Thus, in spite of its proverbial

nobleness, gold has a rich chemistry and exhibits a stronger tendency to form bonds with co-

valent/multiple bond character than lighter homologues.10,11 In nanotechnology, for instance,

the strong tendency of gold to form covalent bonds is at the core of the ligand-protected gold

nanoparticles12,13 and the strong 5d/6s orbitals hybridization has been suggested to be the

origin of the larger propensity of gold to form planar structure clusters than other coinage

metals.14 Also, the nature of the Au-C bond is at the core of homogeneous and heterogeneous

gold catalysis,15�17 making cationic gold(I) complexes especially versatile catalysts. They can

act as strong Lewis acids, with a signi�cant back-donation ability18,19 that, modulated by the

electronic properties of the ancillary ligand,20 provides great e�ciency in a growing number

of chemical transformations, including the selective activation of alkynes.21,22

The tendency of gold to form covalent bonds is even more eye-catching when we consider

its surprising ability to stabilize compounds with noble gases.23�25 For instance, the AuXe+

and XeAuXe+ molecules have been observed in mass spectroscopy by Schwarz et al.26 in 1998

and [AuXe2+4 ] in bulk27 by Seidel and Seppelt since 2000. Simple halides of Au(I) are known

to form stable compounds with the noble gases (NgAuX (Ng=Ne, Ar, Kr; X=Cl, F))28

with a signi�cant charge-transfer contribution from the noble gas to Au, which stabilizes the

noble-gas/noble-metal interaction.29 A similar mechanism has been proposed to rationalize

the experimental evidence of exceptionally strong Au-Ar bonds in Ar complexes of mixed
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Au-Ag trimers.30 High level ab-initio calculations show that Au and Cu have a surprisingly

high interaction energy with He in the HeAuF and HeCuF complexes, twice that of Ne-Au

in NeAuF, with an unexpected back-donation component from the metal to He found to

stabilize these systems.31

Experimental and theoretical studies on simple homologous species of group 11 metals

(Cu, Ag, Au) have highlighted the speci�c role of relativistic e�ects and the peculiar bonding

features of gold.32 Of particular interest are the simple coinage metal cyanides M(CN), with

M=Cu, Ag and Au. For instance, Au(CN) is the basic unit of the Au(CN)−2 ion, which is

overall the most important species involved in gold production. Furthermore, gold(I) cyanide

polymer assemblies in the solid phase act as frustrated magnets33 and the formation of gold

trimer complexes, [Au(CN)2]3, has been directly observed in solution with femtosecond X-

ray scattering.34 The bond in dicyanoaurate oligomers has been actively investigated in

order to shed light on their spectroscopic and excited-state properties35�37 and, in order

to reproduce the experimental data, consideration of the spin-orbit coupling is found to be

essential. Photoelectron experiments on Au(CN)−2 , by comparison with its lighter congeners,

Ag(CN)−2 and Cu(CN)−2 , hint at a signi�cant covalent character of the Au-C bond.38,39 The

atomic-like transitions in Cu(CN)−2 are indeed consistent with a more ionic bond nature

whereas the bond in Ag(CN)−2 is expected to be of intermediate character. The authors

point out that the high stability of Au(CN)−2 is consistent with the covalent character of the

bond and surmise that s-d hybridization enhances gold ability to form multiple bonds, which

would explain the short Au-C bond distance in this system.38,39 A number of high-precision

calculations already exist for the cyanides of noble metals (see Refs.40,41 and references

therein). Frenking et al.(2003) investigated the metal-C bonds42 in cyanides and isocyanides

of coinage metals ([M(CN)−2 ], with M=Cu, Ag, Au), analyzing the chemical bond in terms

of a well-de�ned energy partition scheme. They pointed out that covalency between Au and

CN is more important than between Cu, or Ag, and CN. The contribution of the metal-to-

ligand back-donation (multiple bond character) was estimated to be negligible. A qualitative
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bonding analysis by Pyykkö et al.,40 based on on the inspection of the molecular orbitals and

in consideration of the short M-C bond distance (just few pm longer than those predicted

for triple-bond covalent radii), suggested a multiple character of the Au-C bond. A similar

conclusion has been drawn by Ruud et al.41 in the case of AuCN. In photoelectron imaging

experiments, Fan et al.43 found that the electron a�nities of CuCN and AgCN are larger

than those of the metal atoms, while for AuCN it is smaller. The authors suggested a

transition from more ionic to more covalent bonding as one goes from CuCN to AuCN and

attributed the increased covalent character in AuCN mainly to σ donation, which is expected

to be stronger in the Au case than for the other coinage metals. The short Au-C bond has

been preferably ascribed to the signi�cant s-d hybridization mechanism, which is expected

to reduce the repulsive force between the Au d shell and the ligand electrons, rather than to

a multiple bond character of the Au-C bond.

In this paper we tackle the study of the chemical bond in coinage-metal cyanides by

means of the so-called charge-displacement (CD) via natural orbital for chemical valence

scheme (CD-NOCV).44 To date, this analysis has been applied with success to disentangle

donation/back-donation e�ects on experimental observables19,20,45,46 including experimental

reaction barriers.47 For instance, we found that the back-donation control quantitatively the

CO stretching response in both classical and non-classical metal carbonyl complexes.48,49

In particular we apply a recent implementation that extend the applicability of the

method to the fully relativistic four-component framework. In this way, we are able to

give a reliable quantitative measure of the donation and back-donation constituents of the

bond, and thus to assess the extent of its multiple character with the most accurate inclusion

of relativistic e�ects and spin-orbit coupling. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the spatial

extent of NOCV spinors allows us to disentangle for the �rst time the ligand-to-metal dona-

tion component from the charge rearrangement due to s-d hybridization. Thus we quantify

s-d hybridization in the coinage-metal cyanides and how it is in�uenced by relativity. We also

demonstrate that the s-d hybridization mechanism, causing a decrease of electron density
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along the bond axis, induces a �attening at the metal site, with a signi�cant e�ect on bond

distances in d10 complexes. A comparative investigation on some simple complexes [AuL]+/0

of Au+ bearing di�erent ligands (L=F−, N-Heterocyclic Carbene, CO, PH3) shows that a

such mechanism is general and can be quantitatively in�uenced by the nature of the ligand.

Results and Discussion

Bonding in CuCN, AgCN and AuCN: NOCV-CD analysis

In the present section we aim to characterize the metal-carbon bond in the series of the

M(CN) complexes with M = Cu, Ag and Au. In particular, we provide a quantitative

assessment of the Dewar-Chat-Duncanson (DCD) bonding constituents (ligand-to-metal do-

nation and metal-to-ligand backdonation) and how these are tuned by the relativistic e�ects,

which become increasingly important going down the periodic table. We base our analysis

on the CD-NOCV methodology, recently extended to the fully relativistic four-component

framework (see the section on Methods and Computational Details) and implemented in the

code BERTHA.

We begin by mentioning that our calculations give energies of dissociation of the com-

plexes into M+ and CN− of 204.4, 178.2, 224.5 kcal/mol for M=Cu, Ag, Au, respectively.

This reproduces the typical "V" shape pattern which has been previously observed for these

systems.42

The results of our CD-NOCV analysis are reported in Figures 1, 2 and 3 where ∆ρ, ∆ρ′

(including their di�erence, ∆ρanti) and the most signi�cant NOCV-pairs density decomposi-

tion (∆ρ′k, with k = 1, 2, 3, 4) are shown as isosurface plots together with the distinct NOCV

densities (|Φ+k|2, |Φ−k|2 with k = 1, 2, 3, 4). The related CD functions are reported in Fig-

ure 4, the charge transfer (CT) values extracted from these CD functions are summarized

for all the systems in Table 1. In the table, the NOCV eigenvalues are also reported.

All systems have their molecular axis along the z axis and the coinage metal position is set
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Figure 1: On top ∆ρ, ∆ρanti, ∆ρ′ and the ∆ρ′k components on the right side are depicted
as isodensity surfaces (±0.0014 a.u) for CuCN. NOCV-pairs

{
|Φ−k|2, |Φ+k|2

}
are also shown

by means of isodensity surfaces (±0.005 a.u).
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Figure 2: On top ∆ρ, ∆ρanti, ∆ρ′ and the ∆ρ′k components on the right side are depicted
as isodensity surfaces (±0.0014 a.u) for AgCN. NOCV-pairs

{
|Φ−k|2, |Φ+k|2

}
are also shown

by means of isodensity surfaces (±0.005 a.u).
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Figure 3: On top ∆ρ, ∆ρanti, ∆ρ′ and the ∆ρ′k components on the right side are depicted
as isodensity surfaces (±0.0014 a.u) for AuCN. NOCV-pairs

{
|Φ−k|2, |Φ+k|2

}
are also shown

by means of isodensity surfaces (±0.005 a.u).
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Table 1: Eigenvalues (vk) and charge transfer (CT) corresponding to NOCVs for CuCN,
AgCN and AuCN. The �rst two entry of the table refer to ∆ρ and ∆ρ

′
(see the Methodology

section for details).

CuCN AgCN AuCN
vk CT/e vk CT/e vk CT/e

∆ρ - 0.275 - 0.297 - 0.400
∆ρ′ - 0.275 - 0.304 - 0.395
∆ρ′1 0.680 0.322 0.623 0.345 0.965 0.484
∆ρ′2 0.278 -0.029 0.220 -0.036 0.312 -0.034
∆ρ′3 0.218 -0.015 0.191 -0.003 0.264 -0.041
∆ρ′4 0.217 -0.013 0.191 -0.007 0.254 -0.017

at the origin of the reference frame. As expected, the data show that upon bond formation

between the fragments M+ and CN−, a signi�cant charge rearrangement takes place. All

coinage metal cations present a charge density accumulation (blue isosurface), while a clear

charge depletion occurs at the CN− site (red isosurface). Closer inspection shows that the

overall charge rearrangement at the metal site, of roughly toroidal shape, occurs not only

towards the internuclear region but also in the region surrounding the metal itself. This

can be clearly interpreted as the partial �lling of formally empty s-type orbitals of the nd10

cations. Interestingly, all metals are also characterized, at their left side (in trans position to

the CN− moiety), by a narrow zone of electron density depletion (red lobe at the metal site).

Hence, as we shall discuss in more detail later, the electron density rearrangement at the

cation has a complex, far from obvious, pattern. As stated above, we also show ∆ρanti for all

systems, which is the density rearrangement occurring upon going from the separate A and B

fragments to the promolecule (antisymmetrized non-interacting system, see the Methodology

section). As has been discussed by Mitoraj et al.50, this contribution removes the orbital

overlap between the two fragments, shifting charge density from the inter-fragments region

towards the fragments. The ∆ρanti contour plot thus exhibits a red lobe, denoting charge

depletion, extending over the inter-fragment region. Although this is not negligible, it has

a marginal e�ect on the overall bonding picture we present, and indeed, as can be seen, ∆ρ

and ∆ρ′ are very similar.
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By means of the NOCVs analysis the most important contributions to the overall electron

density rearrangement (∆ρ′) can be now singled out and thus the distinct DCD components

can be qualitatively recognized by simple inspection of the NOCV-pair densities, ∆ρ′k. These

components can then be quanti�ed by an analysis of the associated CD functions, as discussed

below. The NOCV-pair density ∆ρ′1 is the main contribution to ∆ρ′ (corresponding to the

largest eigenvalue, v1) and clearly makes up the ligand to metal donation. It is, indeed,

characterized by a charge density depletion (red isodensity) at the CN− site whereas a

charge accumulation (blue isodensity surface) is present at the metal fragment. It is worth

noting that this charge accumulation has a toroidal shape, exhibiting a two-lobed isodensity

surface with a depletion region along z. The charge depletion at the CN− site brings to

mind the shape of the σ-symmetry HOMO1 of the free CN− fragment whereas the charge

rearrangement at the metal site appears related in shape to the unoccupied spherical s orbital

of M+, slightly distorted due to the hybridization with the �lled d-shell. We mention that

the ∆ρ′1 contribution bears, at least from the topological point of view, a striking similarity

to a σ orbital contribution to the bond in AuCN and referred by Zaleski et al.40 as the

�doughnut hybrid�.

The presence of the s-d hybridization, just mentioned, is evident if we look at the sep-

arated NOCV densities {|Φ−1|2, |Φ+1|2}, also reported in the Figures. We recall that a

NOCV-pair density ∆ρ′k (∆ρ′k = vk(|Φ+k|2 − |Φ−k|2)) in the NOCV theory can be inter-

preted as arising by a charge transfer from the Φ−k spin-orbital to the Φ+k spin-orbital

(actually, here, Φ±k are four-component spinors, see the section on Methodology). The cor-

responding eigenvalue vk is the actual amount of electron charge transferred. Thus, it is clear

that the charge accumulation of toroidal shape observed at the coinage metal site is entirely

due to |Φ+1|2, which is exclusively localized at the metal site, whereas |Φ−1|2 (related to the

electron density depletion) is more delocalized with contributions both from CN− and from

the metal itself. Thus, the picture that emerges is clear, the charge accumulation observed at
1Even though in the relativistic framework orbitals have been substituted with spinors, we retain the

familiar acronym HOMO
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the metal site unmistakably arises both from a charge transfer from CN− and also as a �ux of

charge entirely localized within the metal (polarization), which comes from the �lled d metal

orbitals that lie along the internuclear axis. This pattern of charge rearrangement is exactly

what one would expect from the s-d hybridization mechanism. In fact we can consider it a

sort of �ngerprint of the s− d hybridization in coinage metals (we will return on this point

in the next section). We just note for now that the qualitative pattern is the same for all

coinage metals.38 However, one may expect some quantitative di�erences between di�erent

metals as suggested by the respective NOCV eigenvalue v1 (see Table1).

The second NOCVs-pair density (∆ρ′2), is more di�cult to correlate with the classical

donation and back-donation constituents of the DCD model. It accumulates electron density

between the metal and the carbon atom of CN−. It bears witness to the e�ect of antisym-

metrization, in the sense that this pair contribution involve only a slight charge reorganization

which seems roughly to balance the ∆ρanti term. We mention that Frenking et al. suggested,

in the case of coinage metal carbonyl complexes (MCO+), that this component may be also

related with an unconventional (not considered in the DCD model) σ-backdonation.32 This

component is not peculiar of the bond with CN− (or its isolectronic species, CO), but has

been also found for di�erent ligands including N-heterocycle carbenes.51,52 Up to date, it is

not yet clear whether this NOCV component has a signi�cant chemical meaning or is more

related to the speci�c reference system adopted within the NOCV scheme. Dedicated studies

to clarify this aspect would be certainly highly desirable.

The last two contributions ∆ρ′3 and ∆ρ′4 have to be clearly attributed to a small back-

donation from the metal to the ligand. They are characterized by a small electron density

depletion at the metal site and a signi�cant charge accumulation at the carbon site. Note

that these components �t quite well within the DCD bonding model. Indeed, CN− has a

double degenerate LUMO of π symmetry. This orbital is suitable for accepting electron

density from the metal fragment, as happens for instance with the isolectronic CO ligand.

Superimposed to this back-donation is a signi�cant polarization of CN− (charge �ux from
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Figure 4: Charge-displacement curves for the MCN complexes, M=Cu, Ag, Au. The vertical
line marks the boundary between the M+ and the CN− fragment (see text for details).
Distances are reported in bohr (a0).
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N to C) induced by the positive charge on the metal (to this polarization meinly contribute

the occupied π orbitals of CN−). Some di�erences between complexes can be highlighted.

In the case of AgCN, the electron density depletion observed at the metal is actually very

small, whereas it is more pronounced in CuCN, with ∆ρ′3 and ∆ρ′4 exactly overlapped. In

the case of AuCN, the depletion observed at the metal is even greater and ∆ρ′3 and ∆ρ′4 are

not superimposable, with ∆ρ′3 presenting a more signi�cant depletion at the metal site than

∆ρ′4.

All the previous considerations can be revisited at a quantitative level with help of the

CD functions (see Figure4). We recall here that at a given point along a chosen axis (here,

the molecular axis), z, a positive value of the CD function indicates a corresponding �ow

of electrons from the right to the left; in our case from the CN− towards the metal M.

Conversely, a negative value of the CD function corresponds to a transfer in the opposite

direction, that is from the metal M+ to CN−. A reasonable measure of the charge transfer

(CT) between the CN− and M+ fragment is easily obtained by �xing a plausible boundary to

separate the fragments within the complex. Our standard choice is the z-point where equal-

valued isodensity surfaces of the isolated fragments become tangent.20,29,53 The vertical black

line in the Figures marks this �isodensity boundary�.

The CD functions associated with the overall electron density rearrangement (labeled as

∆ρ′ and ∆ρ, continuous and dashed black lines, respectively) show a positive value in the

whole molecular region, indicating a net �ow of electrons from CN− towards the metal. The

CD function for ∆ρ is everywhere higher than the corresponding antisymmetrized one (∆ρ′)

on the left of the boundary, and lower on the right. Thus, the function for ∆ρ′ features a

greater slope at the isodensity boundary, indicating a larger accumulation (smaller depletion)

of charge density in the bonding region than ∆ρ. Despite of these di�erences, the net CT one

extracts from these two curves is essentially the same (to within 0.01 e) because they cross

each other very close to the isodensity boundary (see also Table 1). The net CT increases

signi�cantly going down the periodic table (i.e. 0.27 e, 0.30 e and 0.40 e in CuCN, AgCN
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and AuCN, respectively), with the gold cation that presents the strongest net withdrawing

ability among coinage metals.

The CD functions associated with the NOCV components, ∆ρ′k (colored lines), are also

shown for all systems in Figure 4. The CD function for ∆ρ′1, shown as a red line, is positive in

the whole molecular region, and reaches its maximum roughly at the boundary. This gives us

a detailed picture of the metal←ligand donation. The charge �ow from CN− to M+ amounts

of 0.322, 0.345 and 0.484 e for CuCN, AgCN and AuCN, respectively (CT1), as reported

in Table1. The green CD curve of ∆ρ′2 accounts for charge density accumulation in the

bonding region, because of its positive slope, while a maximum and minimum appear nearby

the position of M+ and C respectively, elsewhere the curve is almost �at. As mentioned

above, this CD does not exhibit an evident counterpart in the DCD bonding model: the

curve describes an electron density accumulation in the M-CN bonding region with a small

CT between the fragments (the curve crosses the zero axis in a region between the fragments,

close to the isodensity boundary). Therefore, the CT values are small for all systems (CT2

ranges from -0.029 e of CuCN to 0.036 e of AgCN). Note also that the CD roughly mirrors

the ∆ρanti curve, also reported in the �gure.

The last two CD functions associated to ∆ρ′3 and ∆ρ′4 are negative at the M+ site and

clearly quantify the metal→ligand back-donation. On the CN− fragment the CD curves have

a bell shape, describing a large polarization of the cyanide group (displacement of electrons

from nitrogen towards carbon) due to the presence of the positively charged metal cation.

Despite of this charge �ux is in the opposite direction to the back-donation, the CD curves

remain negative at the isodensity boundary. The CTs for these components are similar (-

0.015 and -0.013 e) in the case of CuCN, almost negligible (-0.003, -0.007 e) for AgCN and

signi�cantly larger (-0.041 and -0.017 e) for AuCN. The removal of degeneracy in the two

back-donation components in the case of gold is clearly due to the spin-orbit coupling e�ect,

which locally breaks the degeneracy of the 5d Au atomic orbitals (5dj=3/2 and 5dj=5/2 spinors,

which di�er both in energy and spatial distribution54) and, quite surprisingly, extends its
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e�ect to the Au-C bond region and even to the CN site.48 We mention that the remaining

NOCV components are of negligible interest, because of their associated CD curves are non-

zero only within the fragments (for example the CD curves for ∆ρ′5 and ∆ρ′6 in the case of

AuCN are reported in Figure S1 of the SI). Summarizing, our NOCV/CD analysis shows

that the gold has both the largest donation and, although small in absolute value (due to the

negative charge on CN− that does not make it a good electron acceptor ligand), the largest

back-donation amongst the noble metals. This �nding supports the picture that gold tends,

more than the other coinage metals, to have multiple contributions to the bond.

Before concluding this section, it is interesting to investigate the e�ect of relativity on

the bonding components in the AuCN complex. We performed the NOCV/CD analysis

increasing, in the relativistic hamiltonian, the speed of light by one order of magnitude (c

= 10×137.036 a.u.) to simulate the non-relativistic limit. The results clearly show that

the DCD components of the coordination bond in AuCN are substantially altered when

relativistic e�ects are switched o�. In particular, the ligand-to-metal donation decreases by

more than a third (passing from 0.48 to 0.31 e) and the overall back-donation is smaller

(0.02 e) and split into two equal contributions, because in the absence of spin-orbit coupling

∆ρ′3 and ∆ρ′4 are essentially identical. Thus, a "non-relativistic gold" would give gold-

carbon bonds of comparable character to those of silver and copper. It is interesting also to

note that, in contrast with what we have just seen for the metal-carbon bond components,

the polarization of the C-N bond is only marginally a�ected by relativity. For the sake

of completeness we performed the same theoretical experiment for both the AgCN and

CuCn complexes. The resulting NOCV/CD curves, obtained increasing in the relativistic

hamiltonian the speed of light by one order of magnitude, are reported in Figure S2 of the

SI. As expected, for these systems the NOCV/CD curves are only marginally a�ected by

relativity.

One may expect that the relativistic e�ects have a signi�cant impact on the electron den-

sity rearrangement within the metal fragment and in particular on the component, ∆ρ′1. This
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is because, as mentioned above, the behavior of this component in the Au region is strictly

related to the s-d hybridization mechanism, which is indeed expected to be signi�cantly

reduced if relativistic e�ects are neglected. Relativistic e�ects favor s-d mixing, leading to

a stabilization/contraction of the 6s shell, and a destabilization/expansion of the 5d shell.

The fact that the relativity is important for s-d hybridization is suggested by the value of

v1, which is signi�cantly reduced on passing from the full relativistic regime (0.965) to the

non-relativistic limit (0.608 e). This reduction is larger than what we may expect on the

basis of the sole decrease of the donation component. In the next section we shall give a more

quantitative measure of the electronic �ux involved in the s-d hybridization mechanism, with

the increase of relativistic e�ects going down the coinage metal series.

Mechanism of s-d hybridization in CuCN, AgCN and AuCN

While the concept of spn hybridization of main-group atoms and their correlation with

molecular structures is well-known and is a standard part of chemistry textbooks, the s-d

hybridization occurring in transition metals compounds is much less familiar,55 even if has

been outlined since the middle of the last century.56,57 The s-d hybridization is often advo-

cated to explain peculiar structural properties of gold-containing molecules or clusters. The

mixing of 5d and 6s orbitals has been proposed as a chief cause for the higher tendency of

gold(I) to form linear complexes compared to copper(I) or silver(I). As mentioned in the in-

troduction, this mechanism, moving charge from the internuclear axis to the spherical empty

s orbital, is expected to have a signi�cant impact on the metal-ligand distance. Since the

5dz2 and 6s orbitals are closer in energy in gold than in copper or silver because of relativity,

the s-d mechanism is thought to be more important for gold than for other coinage met-

als. However, despite its potential importance in determining and rationalizing structures,

a quantitative assessment of the degree of hybridization (how many electrons are expected

to be involved) is very scarce even in simple systems. A notable exception is the pioneering

work of Fan et al.,43 which indeed inspired the present contribution.
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The following questions arise: i) Is it possible to give a quantitative measure of the s-

d hybridization for the M-CN systems? ii) Does s-d hybridization occur in the case of the

lighter coinage metals, i.e. copper, silver or is it peculiar of gold? iii) How is s-d hybridization

quantitatively re�ected in observable properties of the coordination bond? Concerning the

�rst point, the NOCV analysis, presented above, suggests a very simple and straightforward

method for assessing the degree of s-d hybridization in noble-metal cyanides. In particular,

the electron density depletion in the inner part of the metal, which has the shape of an atomic

ndz2 orbital (see the |Φ−1(x, y, z′)|2 3D plot contribution to ∆ρ1 in Figures 1, 2 and 3), and the

concurrent electron density accumulation (of toroidal shape) taking place exclusively at the

metal (|Φ+1(x, y, z
′)|2) can be regarded as the �ngerprint of the s-d hybridization mechanism.

Thus, a natural choice to quantify these e�ects is to analyze separately these NOCV pairs

by means of the charge displacement function. In particular, NOCV pairs scaled for their

eigenvalues (i. e. v1|Φ+1(x, y, z
′)|2 and −v1|Φ−1(x, y, z′)|2) are analized. By de�nition, these

functions add up to the charge displacement function associated with ∆ρ1. The results are

reported, for all systems, together with the related 3D isodensity plots in Figure 6. The

CD curves, from their zero value, are monotonically increasing for v1|Φ+1(x, y, z
′)|2 and

decreasing for −v1|Φ−1(x, y, z′)|2 up to their asymptotic values (+v1 and −v1, respectively).

As already mentioned above, the |Φ−1|2 NOCV consists of two distinct portions: one is a

decrease of electron density (recalling the dz2 shaped lobe) entirely located on metal fragment

along the internuclear axis, whereas the other, located on the cyanide moiety resembles the

σ-HOMO orbital of CN−. The isodensity boundary is precisely located in between. Thus,

considering the red curve, we see that the boundary, is located in a nearly �at region of

the curve, con�rming that these two portions can be unambiguously separated. The value

that the CD function associated with |Φ−1|2 assumes at this boundary point measures the

amount of electronic charge which is transferred from the dz2 shaped portion of Φ−1 to Φ+1.

The latter is entirely located on the metal center (this is con�rmed by the fact that the ∆q

value at the boundary for Φ+1 has already reached its asymptotic value of v1).
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Figure 6: Charge-displacement curves for the MCN complexes, M=Cu, Ag, Au. The curves
labeled as |Φ−1|2 and |Φ+1|2 are scaled for the respective NOCV aigenvalue (v1). The dots
on the axis mark the z coordinate of the atoms, with the M atom being at the origin of the
axis. The vertical line marks the boundary between the M+ and the CN− fragment (see text
for details). The parent NOCV-pairs densities |Φ−1|2 and |Φ+1|2 are also reported by means
of isodensity surfaces (± 0.005). Red surfaces identify charge depletion areas, blue surfaces
identify charge accumulation areas.
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The picture that emerges is clear: the accumulation at the gold site (almost 0.95 electrons,

this value is very close to the numerical value of v1) is due not only to a large charge transfer

from CN− (0.48 e) but also to the s-d hybridization (0.45 electrons which upon the bond

formation are transferred from the (n− 1)d to the ns orbitals).

Turning now to the question of the presence and relative importance of s-d hybridization

for the three coinage metals, we show in Figure 7 the CD curves corresponding to the NOCV

pair {|Φ−1|2, |Φ+1|2} for each M-CN (M=Au,Ag,Cu), in a single graph for easier comparison.

As expected, gold features the largest degree of hybridization among coinage metals, yet our

analysis shows unequivocally that, although to a smaller extent, s-d hybridization mechanism

occurs also in the other metals. Quantitatively, the values extracted from the CD functions

are 0.33 and 0.20 electrons for copper and silver, respectively. Thus, the amount of d electrons

transferred is greater in case of Cu than Ag. Noteworthy, the trend is consistent with the

energetics of (n-1)d10-(n-1)d9ns1 electronic transition for the coinage metal cations (i.e. it

has the largest value for silver (4.86 eV) , and the smallest for gold (1.86 eV), with copper

(2.72 eV) in between).58

Now, we would like to brie�y address the interesting point of how s-d hybridization

tangibly a�ects bond formation. A simple e�ect that one might expect is on the bond

distances. Since ndz2 electrons move out of the molecular axis and density depletion occurs,

in an almost symmetric fashion towards and away of the approaching CN−, one may expect

that the repulsive barrier also weakens symmetrically, which would result in a tendency to

have shorter bond distances and to form linear structures.39,59 This is indeed the case of

gold(I) that has, among the coinage metals, the largest ability to form linear complexes,

with signi�cant consequences on its catalytic activity. We could also simply rephrase this

by saying that the e�ective shape of the coinage metal is �attened by the action of s-d

hybridization. We explore this here by comparing the relevant features of the electronic

density at the metal site in AuCN with those of the isolated cation Au+. The corresponding

results for CuCN and AgCN are reported in the SI.
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In Fig. 8 we compare the electron density pro�le of AuCN (solid line) along the z axis

with that of the spherical isolated Au+ cation, placed at the same position it assumes in

the molecule. For AuCN, the �attening of Au emerges clearly: the density pro�le of the

AuCN molecule is indeed systematically lower than that of the isolated spherical cation

Au+. Surprisingly, this means that for an approaching ligand in trans position to CN, the

gold atom appears even smaller than the bare cation, Au+. Intuitively, this situation favors

a closer approach of ligand in trans. In order to be more quantitative, we introduce the ∆z

parameter,60 as a measure of the reduced size of the metal. The ∆z is de�ned as the distance

between two equal-valued density pro�le points (one for Au+ and the other for AuCN). If as

reference density value we consider that which obtained at the ionic radius of Au+, we �nd

that this value in AuCN is obtained at a signi�cantly shorter distance ∆z = 0.21 bohr (0.11

Å). This e�ect follows the trend of s-d hybridization and it is found to be reduced in the

other coinage metals (∆z = 0.08 bohr and 0.04 bohr for CuCN and AgCN, respectively),

see Figures S3 in SI.

Ligand e�ect: s-d hybridization vs size e�ect.

In the above section we showed that s-d hybridization, promoted by an approaching ligand

(CN−), has a signi�cant e�ect on the e�ective size of the metal in trans position. This poses

the issue if and how this mechanism is a�ected by the nature of the promoting ligand (e.g.

electron donating ability, charge or the nature of the atom directly bound to gold). This

is clearly of relevance for understanding the basic mechanism of the hybridization process

and also in the �eld of gold catalysis where typical gold(I) catalysts have a basic formula,

[Au(I)-L]+/0. Thus, in this section we report a comparative analysis of the s-d hybridization

that occurs at Au+ in di�erent Au(I) metal fragments of general formula [AuL]+/0, where

L is chosen from some ligands frequently used both in coordination and in organometallic

chemistry (L=F−, NHC, CO, PH3 and Ne, where NHC is imidazol-2-ylidene). The noble

gas Neon has been added as a limit case of weak perturber of the bare gold cation Au+.
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As above, we evaluate the charge displacement function associated with |Φ−1|2 (see Figure

9) for all systems. The amount of electronic charge which is transferred (∆hyb) from the 5dz2

shaped portion of Φ−1 to Φ+1 is given in Table 2. In the same table we also report the total

CT and the donation component (CTdon) between ligand and Au+ and related to ∆ρ1. As

expected, in the [Au(Ne)]+ model case, the amount of s-d hybridization is very small (0.07

e), however it has to be noted that this value is even larger than the net Ne→ Au+ CT

(0.03 e). The variability of ∆hyb for the others ligands is signi�cant: it ranges from 0.295 e

to 0.574 e for PH3 and F−, respectively. Our results show that there is no clear correlation

between the donor ability of the ligand (both net CT and CTdon) and ∆hyb (amount of s-d

hybridization). For example, PH3, which has the greatest donation capability (CTdon = 0.54

e), presents the least ability to induce s-d hybridization (with the exception of Ne, it has the

lowest ∆hyb value). Noteworthly, our preliminary data suggest that the s-d hybridization in

gold is mainly sensitive to the nature of the atom directly bound to the metal more than

others factors such as the net charge of the ligand or its donor ability. For instance, the group

of three carbon-containing ligands, namely CO, NHC, CN−, all have very similar values of

∆hyb despite of the fact they have a di�erent charge, electron donor ability (CO has a modest

ability in donating electron charge to the metal compared to NHC or CN−, see the CTdon

and CTnet values in Table2) or carbon hybridization (carbon is hybridized sp in CO and CN−

and sp2 in NHC). It is clear that in order to draw a general conclusion on this interesting

point, a more systematic study (including more realistic ligands actually employed in gold

catalysis), would be highly desirable and we are currently carrying it out in our laboratory.

As we already noted above, since s-d hybridization moves d-electrons out of the molecular

axis in a symmetric fashion (both in the direction of the ligand and in trans position) and

density depletion occurs at the metal, a substrate approaching from the left is expected to get

closer to gold since the repulsive barrier weakens. The distance of approach is expected to be

shorter in proportion to the degree of hybridization. This should translate into some relation

between the �attening of the gold atom in trans position (as measured by the ∆z parameter)
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and the degree of hybridization (evaluated as ∆hyb). Figure 10 shows that such a trend indeed

exists. It is clear that the �attening observed is concurrent with the other components of

the metal-substrate interaction (e.g. electrostatic, electron donating/withdrawing ability,

etc) to give the �nal minimum energy structure. These other components clearly depend on

the electronic properties of the substrate. We preliminarily analyze this aspect and insert a

probe in trans position for the systems of Figure 10, analyzing the correlation between ∆z

and the metal-ligand distance. The results are reported in Figure S4 in the SI. We found

that, if we use an inert probe as the He atom, which is expected to minimize the other

components of the interaction, a good correlation between ∆z and bond distance is found.

On the contrary, the correlation is lost when we use a less innocent ligand as CO. In the

latter case, indeed, the speci�c ligand properties alter the picture from the simple size e�ect,

measured as ∆z, in ways that may be di�cult to predict and a full rationalization clearly

requires dedicated investigations.

Table 2: The total CT, the donation component (CTdon) between ligand and Au+ and
electronic charge associated with s-d hybridization (∆hyb) (values are reported in electrons,
e). ∆z parameter (see text) is reported in bohr (a0).

CTdon/e CT′net/e ∆hyb/e ∆z/a0

[Au(Ne)]+ 0.031 0.032 0.071 0.008
[Au(PH3)[+ 0.574 0.425 0.295 0.165
[Au(CO)]+ 0.348 0.149 0.383 0.210
AuCN 0.484 0.395 0.442 0.207
[Au(NHC)]+ 0.489 0.398 0.422 0.219
AuF 0.381 0.409 0.574 0.229
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Conclusion

We have carried out in this work an original and insightful theoretical analysis of the co-

ordination bond between coinage metal cations (Cu+, Ag+ and Au+) and the cyanide ion

(CN−).

The analysis was carried out using four-component relativistic density functional theory

and based on the charge-displacement/natural orbitals for chemical valence (CD-NOCV)

scheme. The analysis permits a rigorous de�nition and assessment of the bonding com-

ponents at the heart of the popular Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model: substrate-to-metal

donation and metal-to-substrate back-donation. We conclusively show that M-CN bond is

characterized by a large donation from the cyanide ion to the metal cation and two small

back-donation components from the metal towards the cyanide anion. In comparison with

the other coinage metals, gold has both the largest donation (30%-40% better acceptor

than Cu and Ag, respectively) and the largest back-donation. Furthermore, the CD/NOCV

scheme used in combination with full relativistic four-component approach, clari�es that rel-

ativity plays a crucial role for the Au�CN bond: it enhances the multiple bond character in

gold and the spin-orbit coupling, removing the degeneracy of the 5d atomic orbitals, induces

a substantial split in the back-donation components, which propagate, to some extent, to

the charge rearrangement at the cyanide site.

Finally, we conclusively answer some long-standing questions concerning s-d hybridization

in coinage metals. A simple spatial analysis of the NOCV pair densities related to the

ligand to metal donation allowed us to assess with an unprecedented accuracy the charge

rearrangement involved with the s-d hybridization occurring at the metal upon its interaction

with the cyanide anion. Contrary to a widely held view, s-d hybridization is present in all

noble metal complexes, and it is signi�cantly enhanced in gold because of relativity. We

found that s-d hybridization plays a key role in determining the shape and size of the metal:

it removes electron density from the bond axis and induces a signi�cant �attening at the

metal site in trans position to the ligand. This in�uences the bond distances in all coinage
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metal complexes, however its e�ect is found to be larger for Au, which is consistent with

the preference of gold to form linear complexes. A comparative investigation on simple

complexes [AuL]+/0 of Au+ bearing di�erent ligands (L=F−, N-Heterocyclic Carbene, CO,

PH3 ) shows that the s-d hybridization mechanism is in�uenced by the nature of the ligand.

In particular we ascertained that the major in�uence is exerted by the nature of the atom

directly bound to the metal, and only to a marginal extent by other features, such as the

net charge of the ligand or its donor ability. Thus, for example, the three carbon-containing

ligands, namely CO, NHC, CN− induce all very similar s-d hybridization of Au+ despite the

fact that they have di�erent charges, electron donor ability or carbon hybridization.

The tools presented in this work appear to be particularly powerful for understanding the

electronic structure of molecular systems containing heavy elements. Clearly, this method-

ology can of course be applied to more complex systems, such as organometallic complexes,

to guide the tuning of the metal-substrate bond properties through a suitable combination

of donor/acceptor properties of the ligands or to super-heavy-metal compounds62,63 where

relativistic e�ects, including spin-orbit coupling, are expected to be even more important.

Methods and Computational Details

Charge-displacement analysis via natural orbitals for chemical va-

lence (CD-NOCV) in the four-component relativistic framework

The Charge-Displacement (CD) analysis,29 is a powerful tool that allows to measure the

exact amount of electron density that, upon formation of a bond between two fragments,

is transferred from a fragment to another. The method has extensively been employed to

analyze the nature of intermolecular interactions with particular focus on the charge-transfer

component.53 The CD function is de�ned as a partial progressive integration along a suitable

z axis of the di�erence ∆ρ(x, y, z′) between the electron density of the adduct and that of
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its non-interacting fragments placed at the same position they occupy in the adduct:

∆q(z) =

∫ z

−∞
dz′
∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

∆ρ(x, y, z′)dxdy. (1)

In the previous equation the integration axis is conveniently chosen as the bond axis between

two fragments constituting the adduct. In this work the fragments are the coinage metals

cations (Cu+, Ag+, Au+) and cyanide anion (CN−). The CD function quanti�es at each

point of the bond axis the exact amount of electron charge that, upon formation of the

bond, is transferred from right to left across a plane perpendicular to the bond axis through

z. Negative values of the CD function identify charge �ow in the opposite direction. To

be able to de�ne CT in this context, we need to take the CD value at some speci�c point

between the fragments (i.e, at an arbitrary de�ned plane separating them). The usual choice,

which is at the so-called "isodensity boundary", is the z point where equal-valued isodensity

surfaces of the isolated fragments become tangent.

A particularly useful feature of the CD function is its partitioning. If the complex and

its constituting fragments belong to the same symmetry group, the electron density dif-

ference can be decomposed into additive symmetry components according to the di�erent

irreducible representations of their symmetry point group.64 The symmetry decomposition of

the electron density di�erence induces similarly a decomposition of the CD function which,

for suitable cases when the symmetry components identify the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson com-

ponents, gives a precise picture of donation and back-donation charges.19,31,48,64,65

In more general cases, particularly when the complex and its constituting fragments

have no symmetry (or as in the present case the symmetry is reduced due to inclusion of

spin-orbit coupling), the CD function can be also decomposed by introducing the Natu-

ral Orbitals for Chemical Valence (NOCV) scheme. Natural orbitals for chemical valence

(NOCV) were introduced by Mitoraj and Michalak66,67 as descriptors of chemical bond.

The NOCV formalism allows a very compact description of the bonding phenomenon be-
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cause the electron density di�erence can be brought into diagonal contributions in terms

of NOCVs. The analysis approach they provide was shown to be particularly valuable for

transition metal complexes: in this case the NOCV provide quantitative characterization of

σ-donation and π-back-donation e�ects contributing to metal-substrate bond. In the CD-

NOCV framework,68 the charge rearrangement taking place upon bond formation is obtained

from the occupied orbitals of the two fragments suitably orthogonalized to each other and

renormalized (promolecule).

The resulting electron charge density rearrangement ∆ρ
′
can be written in terms of NOCV

pairs orbitals {φk, φ−k}, that are the eigenfunctions of the so-called �valence operator� of

Nalewajski and Mrozek valence theory69,70 as follows

∆ρ′ =
∑
k

vk(|φk|2 − |φ−k|2) =
∑
k

∆ρ′k (2)

This above relation guides us in the interpretation of the NOCVs (φ±k) and their associated

eigenvalues (v±k): upon formation of the adduct from the promolecule, a fraction vk of

electrons is transferred from φ−k to the orbital φk. It can be shown from the de�nition

of the operator V̂ that k ranges from 1 to number of occupied spinors. Moreover it is

important to notice that only a small subset of these NOCV pairs actually contributes to

the overall rearrangement ∆ρ′ because a large part of them presents values of vk close to

zero. The CD-NOCV approach has been successfully applied for the characterization of

transition metal compounds and for disentangling donation and back-donation in the CD

function of nonsymmetric systems containing NHC-Au(I) bond71 or Au(III)-CO bond with

di�erent ancillary ligands.72

CD-NOCV analysis turns out to be formulated in a very general fashion regardless the

speci�c theoretical method of how the electron density is calculated, thus its relativistic

four-component generalization was simple. In this work, we use its implementation recently

carried out73 in the Dirac-Kohn-Sham module of the code BERTHA.74�76
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We only mention that the electron density we use corresponds to the total electron

charge-density of a single determinant:

ρ(r) =
∑
i

Ψ†i (r) ·Ψi(r) =
∑
i

ρi(r) (3)

where Ψi is the four-component spinor solution of the DKS equation. The resulting density

rearrangement that we shall identify with ∆ρ′, being the reference antisymmetrized now

reads in terms of spinors

∆ρ′ =
N∑
i

|Ψ(AB)
i |2 −

N∑
i

|Ψ0
i |2 (4)

where Ψ(AB)
i are the occupied molecular spinors of the adduct and Ψ0

i are obtained from the

occupied spinors of A and B properly orthogonalized to each other and renormalized.

In analogy with Eq.2, ∆ρ′ can be decomposed exactly in NOCV-pairs density (∆ρ′ =∑
k

vk(|Φk|2 − |Φ−k|2) =
∑
k

∆ρ′k), where Φk and vk are the spinor eigenfunctions and eigen-

values of the generalized chemical valence operator

V̂ =
N∑
i=1

(|Ψ(AB)
i 〉〈Ψ(AB)| − |Ψ0

i 〉〈Ψ0
i |). (5)

We mention that, because the molecular systems we considered here are all closed-shell,

as are the respective fragments, the NOCV spinors arise naturally as Kramers pairs with

degenerate eigenvalues which, for clarity of presentation, have been summed. All details of

the implementation can be found in Ref.73

Computational details

Calculations were carried out with a recently implemented full-parallel version of the program

BERTHA.77,78 The program BERTHA and its main relevant features have been described in

the previous section and references therein. The large component of the basis set for Au and

Ag was generated by uncontracting triple-ζ quality Dyall's basis sets79�82 augmented with
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the related polarization and correlating functions. Final basis set schemes are as follows:

Au (30s24p15d11f5g1h), Ag (28s20p13d7f3g). Large component basis functions for Cu,

P, N, C and H were derived by decontracting the related aug-cc-pVTZ-DK83�85 basis sets

available at the "Basis Set Exchange" site.86 The corresponding small component basis was

generated using the restricted kinetic balance relation.87 For gold, a previously optimized

auxiliary basis set for density �tting denoted as B2088 was used. For all other elements

namely Cu, Ag, P, N, C and H, accurate auxiliary basis set were generated using a simple

procedure starting from available DeMon Coulomb �tting basis set. It is worth recalling

that the Hermite Gaussian Type Functions (HGTFs) used as �tting functions, are grouped

together in sets sharing the same exponents (an analogous scheme is adopted in the non-

relativistic DFT code DeMon89). The sets are formed so that to an auxiliary function of

a given angular momentum all the functions of smaller angular momentum are associated.

Consequently, due to the variational nature of the density �tting procedure implemented,

a �tting basis set of increased accuracy can be generated by simply up-shifting the angular

momentum in the basis set de�nition.90 For Cu and Ag we achieved a �tting basis set of

higher accuracy (referred to as A2) simply by up-shifting of two units the angular momentum

of all the DeMon Coulomb Fitting de�nitions. For the sake of clarity we give the dimension

of the C-atom (or equivalently N-atom) auxiliary basis sets, which is (7s,7p,7d,3f,3g). This

assures an accuracy on the Coulomb energy of 0.03 mHartree. The BLYP functional made of

the Becke 1988 (B88) exchange91 plus the Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) correlation92 was used. An

energy convergence criterion of 10−7 Hartree on the total energy was adopted. For the metal

cyanides (MCN, with M=Cu, Ag, Au), data were obtained using the gas-phase experimental

equilibrium geometry.40 In the case of AuF and AuNe+ we used the geometry optimized

at Coupled Cluster level and obtained from Ref.29 and Ref.,93 respectively. The geometry

of the systems [AuL]+, with L=PH3, NHC have been obtained by means of full geometry

optimizations at BLYP/TZ2P level using ADF code with the ZORA hamiltonian.94
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Synopsis for TOC

The charge rearrangement due to the s-d hybridization has been evaluated with unprece-

dented accuracy using the charge-displacement function for the series of coinage metal

cyanides. The s-d hybridization plays a key role in determining the shape and size of the

metal. It is present in all noble metal complexes, in�uencing the bond distances, and its

e�ect is enhanced for Au because of the increasing importance of the special relativity.
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